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platforms are either manoeuvred in free-water or attach
to the surface with supporting wheels.

ABSTRACT
The Searazor is a novel underwater vehicle designed for
underwater inspection and maintenance of ships and
underwater structures. In this paper, the vehicle’s
dynamic characteristics and control scheme are studied.
A series of sub-models, representing the major
components of the vehicle, are developed in a bond
graph environment. A servo control system that governs
the attitude and steering is also implemented. These
models are then assembled and operated as a rigid body
under the force input from thruster, wheels and
environmental factors. The resulting motion of the
vehicle under human manoeuvring input is simulated in
20sim software. Analyses and simulations are also
implemented for dynamic stabilisation under
disturbance from waves and current. The simulation
currently provides support for Searazor prototype
design. The entire model will be the simulation
framework for developing and testing control
algorithms to maneuvre the vehicle in complex marine
environments.

Figure 1: Manual hull cleaning with hydraulic brush

The Searazor prototype aims to transition between these
two disciplines, in order to cover complex curvatures,
especially at stern, bow or even on the propeller. This
design is expected to expand the operation range to
inaccessible areas for state-of-the-art underwater
vehicles.

INTRODUCTION
Marine fouling on ship hulls requires constant
maintenance in inspection and cleaning. The
accumulation of marine fouling increases drag forces
and causes extra fuel consumption. Studies have shown
that the fuel consumption of various types of ships can
increase by up to 40% after six months in temperate
waters (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 1952).
Periodic inspection and removal of marine fouling can
significantly reduce both ship operating cost and
adverse environmental effects.
In recent years, remote controlled vehicles (ROVs) have
gradually replaced traditional manual work done by
divers in ship hull inspection and cleaning as shown in
Figure 1 (Bohlander et al 1992). These robotic
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Figure 2: A schematic view of Searazor’s primary locomotion mode

The Searazor is designed as a universal platform to
perform inspection and maintenance on various curved
surfaces such as ship hulls and other underwater
structures (Figure 2). The vehicle is capable of
locomotion both in free-water and on ferromagnetic
surfaces.

Its primary locomotion mode, climbing mode, consists
of attaching to the ship hull with two magnetic wheels,
accompanied by a pair of vectored thrusters to propel
and balance the body. The Searazor’s secondary
locomotion mode, swimming mode, is used when the
robot is firstly deployed or detached from the surface,
during which the robot can manoeuvre in open water
using its thrusters.
The Searazor platform is a mechatronic system, which
inherits strong dynamic characteristics and demands
competent control schemes. Therefore, simulations must
be carried out prior to the detailed design. However, due
to the fact that the swimming scheme is akin to the
movement of an ROV,
which has been
comprehensively studied in the context of underwater
robotics, this paper focuses on the dynamic
characteristics during climbing mode. Hence, the
thrusters are represented as a single thruster for
simplification.

A bond graph framework featuring I-fields for model
representation and simulation was derived from these
equations as shown in Figure 3. External forces, which
vary from different positions and attitudes, are
connected to the 1-junction after appropriate
transformation by a position and attitude modulated
transformer, represented by an MTF element. Damping
forces represented by R-fields and restoring forces
represented by C-fields can be connected to this 1junction as well.

BACKGROUND
The analysis of the dynamics of the Searazor shows a
combination of wheeled vechicle and marine vehicle
dynamics. The bond graph method was adopted as a
multi-domain modelling method to represent the system
dynamics.
The bond graph method was invented by (Paynter 1961)
and extended to many disciplines, especially by
Karnopp et al 2006. This method focuses on energy
flow, storage and dissipation between elements by
surveying effort and flow. By utilising 9 basic elements,
these bond graph models can describe the phenomena in
mechanical, electrical and hydraulic domains.
Filippini (2004) constructed a nonlinear, four wheel
dynamic bond graph model with multiple rigid bodies,
including chassis, suspension units, tires and joints. The
simulation experiments corresponding to standard
vehicle dynamic tests are presented.
Pedersen (2009) suggested using an IC-field in solving
rotordynamic problems. Pedersen (2012) then
developed general equations of motion for a marine
vehicle using a Lagrangian approach (Figure 3). This
study investigated the resulting generalised velocity  of
a rigid body with the inertia matrix , which include
the mass m and the skew-symmetric matrix about the
position of the centre of gravity 
 , under external
generalised forces  with 6 degrees of freedom in a 3dimensional space, given by equation 1.
 m, 
,

 +  m, 
,

 = 
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The differential equations include the contribution of
Coriolis and centripetal forces, which are represented by
 matrix and
is the inertia tensor.

Figure 3: Bond graph model for marine vehicle dynamics

In this paper, analyses of the dynamic characteristics of
chassis, actuators and control systems will first be
discussed. These mechanisms are further embodied in
bond graph models based on Pedersen’s framework.
The simulation is finally run in the 20sim environment,
showing the effectiveness of controllers with animations
and graphs.
SEARAZOR DYNAMICS
The analysis and simulation aim to calculate the resulted
movement under manoeuvre and environmental forces.
These forces and rigid body are analysed and translated
into bond graph elements.
Coordinate Frame and Transformation

The inertial reference frame is defined by the X , Y ,
Z axis and origin O. The vehicle is considered as a rigid
body with a total mass and a body fixed coordinate
frame with X , Y , Z axes and the origin O . The origin
o is defined at the centre point between the two wheels,
as shown in Figure 4.
The body fixed coordinate is derived from the inertial
reference frame with the transitional displacement of
D , D , D and Euler angles ψ, θ and φ about the X, Y
and Z axes respectively. However, the sequence of the
rotation is in the following order: Z , Y and then X
(Pedersen 2008).
In addition, in order to illustrate the contact between the
wheel and the surface, the trajectory coordinates are
introduced with axes X , Y , Z and origin O , which

coincides with the origin in body fixed coordinate. In
addition, the trajectory coordinate inherit the same Euler
angle ψ, whose rotation is firstly made in the derivation
of body fixed coordinate, while keeping the Z axis
perpendicular to the XY plane (Figure 4). The trajectory
coordinate can be seen as an intermediate coordinate
between the inertial reference frame and body fixed
coordinate.
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The chassis is regarded as a rigid body, which
contributes most to the inertia of the vehicle. The total
weight of the vehicle is ballasted equal to the buoyancy.
However the distance 
O between the centre of
buoyancy PO and the centre of gravity P results in a
 and gravity R ,
restoring moment, caused by buoyancy Q
when the vehicle is not placed vertically as shown in
Figure 5.
a
a.

b.
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Figure 4: Coordinate transformations
Transformation from inertial reference frame to trajectory
coordinate made by translating the origin from O to O and
then rotating ψ about the Z axis.
Transformation from trajectory coordinate to body fixed
coordinate made by rotating ϕ and θ about Y′ and X′.

In Equation 1, the generalised forces and resulting
motion  are all defined in the body fixed coordinate.
The forces produced by wheels and thrusters are
referred to trajectory coordinate. In addition, all the
movements are translated to the inertial reference frame
for demonstration.
According to [12], the Euler angular velocity
transformation [ϕ, θ, ψ]% are obtained from the angular
velocity
in
body-fixed
coordinate
system
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Figure 5: The restoring moment resulting from buoyancy and gravity

As shown in Figure 6, the chassis assembles all the
external force inputs through its 1-junction. These
forces are superimposed and then apply to the I-field. A
resistor element R represents the fluid and mechanical
friction applied on the vehicle.

(2)

By integrating the Euler angular velocity, its
corresponding angles [ϕ, θ, ψ]- can be calculated. The
transformation of the linear velocity from body fixed
coordinate &V(  , V*) , V+) , to an inertial reference frame
[V( , V* , V+ ]- and trajectory coordinates &V(C , V*C , V+C , can be
manipulated with the following equations.
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R +,G , R H,@ and R HH,= matrix about are rotational I , J′
and K′′ axes. The transformation of the generalised force
can be made accordingly with the transposed matrix.

Figure 6: The chassis model acts as a hub, assembling all the force
inputs, and generates the resulting movement.

The general modelling structure of the Searazor vehicle
body is represented by a marine vehicle bond graph

model, as shown in Figure 3. The inertia matrix is
defined by vehicle mass m, the skew-symmetric matrix
about the position of centre of gravity ST and the inertia
tensor ,
mV
−m[ST ]
=U
W
m[ST ]

where I is the identity matrix.

(7)

The motion of the vehicle is generated in the form of
flow in the body fixed coordinate system. By utilising a
modified transformer element MTF, the flow of velocity
is then integrated into position and translated into the
inertial reference frame for transformation between
body fixed coordinate and trajectory coordinate.
Wheels
The two wheels on both sides of the vehicle are driven
by two separate servo DC motors. The steering is
accomplished by employing differential movement of
the wheels.
The design and characteristics of the magnetic wheel
refer to Zhang et al 2010. The rubber tire enhances grip
between the yoke and the ferromagnetic surface. A
magnetic wheel with a 96mm diameter and a 20mm
thickness can generate up to 180 N of adhesive force
when the tire thickness is 0.6mm. By selecting an
optimised tire thickness, it is feasible to tune the
magnetic force to yield to the maximum thrust from the
thruster, and yet provide sufficient traction for
manoeuvre.
Figure 7a shows the forces and torque applied to the
wheel. F( and F+ are the tractive force and normal
force. The lateral force F* is the centripetal force when
the vehicle turns. In Figure 7b the forces F( , F* and
F+ are transformed into the forces with the same
magnitude and orientation at the origin O , together with
induced moments MZ( , MZ* and MZ+ , where W is the
width of the vehicle and r]^ is the radius of the wheel.
Therefore the forces and torques in Figure 7b show the
force input into the chassis from one wheel.
The wheel axis is regarded as the pivot corresponding to
angle θ . The wheel applies the force _
`a and the

induced moment b
to
the
chassis.
`a

a.The forces and torque applied to one wheel
b.The transformed equivalent forces and moments applied to the
chassis

In the bond graph sub-model shown in Figure 8, the
wheel is driven by a modulated effort source with a
torque input(Figure 6). Besides, the terrain is described
as a modulated flow source, determining the lateral
movement.

The force F( induced by M]^ is introduced with a zerojunction and a transformer which represents the wheel
radius.
The tire is simplified as a classic spring-damper system
between the terrain and the chassis. The lateral friction
between the tire and surface is manipulated as a
coulomb friction model. Therefore, no skid occurs
before the lateral force reaches the threshold, which is
determined by the force in the c direction.
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Figure 8: The bond graph model of a single wheel

The output of the wheels model is a multi-bond with 3
forces and 3 moments after being translated by a
transformer regarding the origin in trajectory
coordinate.
Thruster
The vectored thruster is located on the upper end of the
chassis. The thrust orientation is determined by a servo
motor, while the thrust value is set to a fixed value that
can provide sufficient thrust for manipulating the
attitude and propelling against fluid drag (Figure 9a).
The thrust of an ROV propeller under variable rotational
speed was studied by Healey 1995.
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Figure 9: The force input from the vectored thruster
a.The force produced by the vectored thruster;
b.The translated equivalent force and moment applied on chassis
a

b
Figure 7: The force input from one wheel

However, in this study, the thruster was set at a constant
speed while the thruster angle d was assigned as the
control parameter. In Figure 9b, the induced thrust force
F ^ is transmitted to the wheel axis in addition to the
moment M ^ .

lijk to the wheel axis, Figure 11a. In Figure 11b, this
force is then transformed into a force at the origin with
the induced moment _ijk ∙ lijk .

The balancing moment is then provided by the moment
M ^ , where L is the length of the vehicle, and d is the
thrust orientation to the Z axis in the body fixed
coordinate.
M ^ = F ^ ∗ L ∗ sin α

The PID controller governs the angle θ between chassis
and surface by actively adjusting the thruster
orientation. The modulated effort source, represented by
MSe in Figure10, is modified with an addition signal
input of θ and the thrust set-point. The output of nonzero generalised forces is as follows.

(8)

F( = F ^ ∙ cos θ + α
h F+ = F ^ ∙ sin θ + α A
M* = F ^ ∙ sin θ ∙ L

(9)

a.
b.
Figure 11: Current disturbance on the vehicle
a.
The force _ijk is applied on the chassis
b. The transformed equivalent force and moment
c.

The magnitude of the disturbance force and moment is
assumed as a superposition of a low-frequency
sinusoidal wave and Gaussian Noise, respectively
representing the sea wave and random current (Figure
12). Effort source is represented by Se element, where
[0] indicate that no effort is input into this chanel.

The orientation of the vectored thruster is controlled by
a position servo motor which has limited rotational
speed and a cut-off frequency. Therefore, the output
orientation from controller is processed by a rate limiter.

Figure 12: Simplified bond graph model of current disturbance
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Figure 10: Bond graph sub model of vectored thruster

Hydrodynamic Forces
The effect of hydrodynamic forces is simulated in three
major contributions: damping, current disturbance and
restoring moment resulted by buoyancy and gravity.
The damping model is simplified as a 6 by 6 R-field,
connected to the 1-junction in body fixed coordinate, as
shown in Figure 6.
The current disturbance is defined as a time-varying
force _ijk , which is applied on the chassis at a distance

SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation was carried out in the 20Sim v4.2
environment. The resulting vehicle movement is
reflected by the position and attitude values in the
inertial reference frame. Animations and graphs were
made correspondingly to depict the reactive motion
after receiving manoeuvring signals from a joystick.
The thruster was represented with a plate located on top
of the chassis, while the tilt of plate indicated thrust
orientation. Each wheel was textured with a face in
order to show the rotational phase.
Finally, the reaction of the vehicle under wave and
current disturbance were also simulated.
Attitude Control
In Figure 13, the vehicle starts from an upright attitude,
then adjusts itself to the attitude angle θ by following a
predefined ramp profile. This action is accomplished by
tilting the thruster to a negative angle in the first 0.9
second. The slight lag between controller output and
thruster orientation is due to the delay of servo motor.
When the time reaches 2 seconds, the wheels starts to
turn while a moment, which tends to increase θ , is
applied to the vehicle. The orientation of the thruster
soon switches to a positive value to counteract the

Angle (degree)

Figure 13: The vehicle’s attitude follows the predefined profile by actively adjusting the thruster orientation

Figure 14: A typical steering movement is accomplished with differential motion on the two wheels governed by separate PID controllers

moment from the wheels. Finally, the vehicle reaches
equilibrium at 7 seconds.
Steering
Figure 14 shows the steering movement accomplished
with a differential motion on the two wheels. The
differential movement starts at 1.7 seconds after the
vehicle is released. According to the control scheme, the
rotational rate of the inside wheel (the right wheel)
decreases. As a result, the vehicle turns by 0.6 rad (34°)
before the wheels return to synchronisation.

connected to a 1 degree-of-freedom joint. The
disturbance force affects angle θ by means of the
resulting disturbance moment shown in Figure 15. The
thruster orientation shows a manner of actively
counteracting the disturbance. As a result of this
scheme, the measured angle θ is maintained in the range
of [-16˚, -28˚] after θ is steadily set at -23˚.

Dynamic Stabilisation

The focus of stabilisation is to maintain the angle θ at
the predefined value when a disturbance force is applied
on vehicle.

Figure 15: The vehicle attitude under wave disturbance moment

In this simulation, the wheels are fixed to the original
position. Hence the vehicle is considered to be

Figure 16 shows the contribution of balance moments
form thruster and wheels to counteract the disturbance

moment. The thruster appear to be responsive to the
variation of disturbance moment, while the contribution
from the wheels shows less fluctuation.
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Figure 16: The contribution of balancing moment from thruster and
wheels against wave disturbance moment

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the dynamic characteristics of the Searazor
underwater vehicle were investigated with bond graph
models. The simulation results show the feasibility of
attitude control and steering by adopting appropriate
control schemes. In the current design session, the
simulation result is used to determine actuator
specifications.
The simulation model will be the framework for the
Searazor control scheme in future. However, the current
simulation did not take curved surfaces into
consideration. Therefore, the control scheme for
manoeuvring and navigating on complex surfaces needs
to be studied further. Finally, considering the two
locomotion modes in free water and on surfaces, the
dynamic characteristics in transition also appear to be
crucial for the Searazor’s potency.
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